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Measurements of rR asymmetries at burn time
in inertial-confinement-fusion capsules
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Recent spectroscopic analysis of charged particles generated by fusion reactions in direct-drive
implosion experiments at the OMEGA laser facility@T. R. Boehlyet al., Opt. Commun.133, 495
~1997!# show the presence of low-mode-number asymmetries in compressed-capsule areal density
(rR) at the time of fusion burn. Experiments involved the acquisition and analysis of spectra of
primary ~14.7 MeV! protons, from capsules filled with deuterium and helium-3, and secondary
~12.6–17.5 MeV! protons, from cryogenic deuterium capsules. The difference between the birth
energy and measured energy of these protons provides a measure of the amount of material they
passed through on their way out of a capsule, so measurements taken at different angles relative to
a target provide information about angular variations in capsule areal density at burn time. Those
variations have low-mode-number amplitudes as large as650% about the mean~which is typically
;65 mg/cm2!; high-mode-number structure can lead to individual pathlengths through the shell that
reach several times the mean. It was found that the observedrR asymmetries are often similar for
contiguous implosions, but change when the laser beam energy balance is significantly changed,
indicating a direct connection between drive symmetry and implosion symmetry. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1492806#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Achieving spherical symmetry in the assembled mass
inertial-confinement-fusion~ICF! capsule implosions is a
critical prerequisite for optimal burn and ignition.1 Numeri-
cal simulations are often used to predict the conditions un
which asymmetries may develop,2 but quantitative experi-
mental information about asymmetries in total areal den
(rR) has been limited. Previous work has included x-r
measurements which provide information about asymmet
in capsule shells, but only within shell sublayers doped w
Ti.3 In addition, spectra of low-energy charged particles fro
implosions of low-rR capsules have been interpreted as
cluding effects ofrR variations within limited areas on th
shell ~using alpha particles from glass microballoons fill
with DT @deuterium–tritium#,4 and DD protons from
D2-filled capsules5!. Here we present the first absolute me
surements of low-mode-number asymmetries in total cap
rR at fusion burn time, from direct-drive implosions o
thick-shelled capsules at the OMEGA6 laser facility. As pro-
posed previously,7 this was accomplished by studying th
slowing down of energetic protons whose birth spectrum
well characterized~in this case primary and secondary D3He
protons! at many different angles around individual capsul

a!Also visiting Senior Scientist, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, Univers
of Rochester.

b!Also at Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Physics, and
tronomy, University of Rochester.
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Measured energy losses are related to therR through which
protons pass on their way out of a capsule.8,9

Possible sources of implosion asymmetry inclu
exponentially-growing Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instabilities
and linearly growing secular modes, either of which can
seeded by small-amplitude asymmetries in either initial c
sule structure or laser irradiation. The OMEGA facility ut
lizes 60 laser beams, and the shapes and overlaps o
individual beams are designed to minimize the total rms n
uniformity of power deposition. Nonuniformities within in
dividual beams can generate perturbations with high-m
numbers (l .10), and recent work has resulted in bea
smoothing methods~1 THz smoothing by spectral dispersio
with polarization smoothing10! that reduced single-beam
nonuniformities. These reduced nonuniformities have
sulted in better capsule implosion characteristics,9,11,12 pre-
sumably as a consequence of reduced RT seeding and
sulting reduction in fuel–shell mix.12,13

Imbalances in the on-target power deposition of sepa
beams can result in low-mode-number (l ,10) perturbations,
driving secular modes which are the focus of this pap
There are currently two methods of adjusting the beam b
ance at OMEGA. The ‘‘standard’’ method involves measu
ment of the energy in each beam just after conversion
laser light from infrared~IR! to ultraviolet~UV!, and predic-
tion of actual on-target power on the basis of the measu
efficiency of light transmission to the target location; t
individual beams are then adjusted to produce the best
dicted on-target power balance. A new method, referred to

s-
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3559Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 8, August 2002 Measurements of rR asymmetries at burn time . . .
the ‘‘x-ray’’ method,14 attempts to make measurements th
directly determine the relative on-target energy in differe
beams by imaging x-ray emission from a special target~4
mm in diameter and coated with Au! when illuminated by
the laser. Individual IR amplifier gains are then adjusted
balance the x-ray power generated by the individual bea

The charged-particle measurements described here d
onstrate that easily measurable changes inrR asymmetry are
sensitive to changes in the beam balance. The nature o
measurements, and their relationship to capsule asymme
is discussed in Sec. II. Proton spectra from D–3He-filled
capsules with thick plastic~CH! shells frequently demon
strate asymmetries in both yield and energy, and these
discussed separately. Asymmetries in proton yield have s
interesting properties, but are discussed only in the Appen
because there is strong evidence that they are not dire
correlated with capsule structure. Asymmetries in proton
ergy, discussed in Sec. III, are interpreted as unique sig
tures of capsule areal density asymmetries; they are show
be correlated with differences in laser beam balance. Prel
nary data involving secondary protons from cryogenic2
capsules are also shown. Finally, a brief comment on
information content of individual proton spectra is presen
in Sec. IV.

II. CHARGED-PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS AND
CAPSULE STRUCTURE

A. Measured particle energy and capsule rR

Up to 11 diagnostic port locations can now be used
charged-particle spectrometry on the OMEGA target cha
ber, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Two magnet-based spectrome

FIG. 1. Locations of diagnostic ports on the OMEGA target chamber, sh
on an Aitoff projection. The positions labeled CPS1 and CPS2 correspon
permanently mounted, magnet-based spectrometers. The other labeled
can sometimes be used for wedge-range-filter proton spectrometers.
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CPS1 and CPS2,15,16are permanently mounted on two of th
ports, while ‘‘wedge-range-filter’’ spectrometers~WRFs!16

can be mounted on the other ports.
Symmetry data have been collected for a variety of c

sule types, utilizing protons in the 15 MeV energy range t
are generated by the reactions listed in Table I. These pro
are of far more general use than either higher-Z fusion prod-
ucts~e.g., 3.5 MeV DTa! or lower-energy~e.g., 3 MeV DD!
protons, since they can escape compressed capsules
much higher values of total~fuel plus shell! areal density~up
to at least 200 mg/cm2!. The protons have known birth spec
tra, and as they pass out of a capsule they lose energ
proportion to the amount of material they pass throu
(rRtotal). A value ofrRtotal for the portion of a capsule facing
a given spectrometer can be estimated8 from the downshift in
mean proton energyD^Ep& by using an appropriate theore
ical formulation for the slowing down of protons in
plasma17 ~this estimate is insensitive to uncertainties in t
temperature and density of the shell, which accounts for
majority of the energy loss8,9,16!.

To justify the association between energy asymmet
and capsule structure asymmetries it is necessary to exp
why an observed energy asymmetry cannot be a resu
uneven modification of proton energies by electric fields o
side the capsule. This is an important issue, because
known that target capsules become charged to a signifi
electric potential~;0.5–1 MV! during laser exposure due t
laser–shell interactions;8,18 when the capsule ‘‘burn time’’
occurs during the laser pulse~as it can when a capsule she
is thin!, the result is that charged particles are accelerate
higher energy while traveling between capsule and detec8

This electric potential dissipates quickly after the laser pu
however. When the capsule burn occurs a few hundred
after the laser pulse ends, as it does for the type of cap
studied here, the radial electric field is essentially gone
the measured energies of particles reflects their actual va
after leaving the capsule. This was demonstrated directly
measurements of knock-on protons from implosions of D
filled capsules with shells, fill pressures, and laser conditi
comparable to those under study here.11 The knock-on pro-
tons are from the CH shell, elastically scattered by 14.1 M
DT neutrons from the fuel. Because some of the protons
scattered at the outer surface of the shell and will not s
down due to interactions with the capsule, the high-ene
limit of the proton spectrum at the capsule surface sho
always be 14.1 MeV. When this spectrum is measured
different angles during each of many shots, using WRFs,
high-energy limit is always 14.1 MeV to within statistica

n
to
orts
TABLE I. Reactions producing protons in the 15 MeV energy range in capsules used at OMEGA.

Fuel Proton source

D–3He D13He→a@3.6 MeV# 1p@14.7 MeV#
D2 D1D→n@2.45 MeV#13He@0.82 MeV#,

3He@<0.82 MeV#1D→a@6.6– 1.7 MeV# 1p@12.6– 17.5 MeV#
D–Ta or
D–T–H

D1T→a@3.5 MeV#1n@14.1 MeV#,
n@14.1 MeV#1p→n8 1p@<14.1 MeV#

aWith D–T fuel, knock-on protons are produced only if the shell contains H.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3560 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 8, August 2002 Séguin et al.
and calibration uncertainties,11 indicating that no acceleratio
occurs between shell and detector.

B. Sensitivity of the measurements to capsule
structures with different mode numbers

Figure 2 illustrates how capsule asymmetries could
sult in asymmetries in proton energies and yields, in the
tificial situation in which all protons are created in an infin
tesimal volume at the center of the fuel~a ‘‘hot-spot’’
model!. The protons should be produced with spherica
symmetric distributions of energy and yield, even if the fu
itself is asymmetric. Passage through a shell with angularrR
variations results in an angular variation in mean proton
ergy, since energy loss is roughly proportional torR. In
principle, there would also be an asymmetry in the yie
~where by yield we mean the inferred total particle yield
inferred from the fluence at a given angle!. This is because
the slowing down of protons, as they pass through the c
sule material, occurs primarily through small-angle scat
ing off electrons, so the protons that started in a particu
direction will be spread over a small angleus after passage
through the shell. The size ofus is roughly proportional to
the amount of slowing down. The result, as discussed in
caption of Fig. 2, is that there should be a negative chang
yield at observation angles that correspond to largerrR and
larger energy downshift. At small mode numbers, where
angle betweenrR maxima is much greater thanus, yield
variations should not be measurable but energy variat
should be detectable. Neither yield nor energy variatio
should be detectable when the mode number is large eno

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of how angular variations in capsulerR
might generate angular variations in the energies and fluences of pro
that were produced at the center of the fuel~in the artificial ‘‘hot-spot’’
model! but detected outside the capsule. Iff is an angle in this cross sec
tion, structure with the formrR(f)5rR0@11A cos(lf)# would result in an
angleQ l5 l /2p betweenrR maxima. As protons pass through the shell
angle f, they lose energyDE(f)}rR(f). They also spread slightly in
angle by an amountus(f)}rR(f), since energy loss is due primarily t
small-angle scattering. A small detector at a distance much greater tha
capsule radius would intercept protons from an angular region in the cap
with size df;2us , and this fact determines what types of angular var
tions would be seen by a group of such detectors at differentf. The result
depends on howQ l compares with 2us or, equivalently, howl compares
with p/us , as will be demonstrated in the numerical simulations shown
Fig. 3 and as discussed in a footnote~Ref. 19!. For values ofl that are small
~compared top/us!, angular variations inDE are detectable but no angula
variations in fluence could be seen. Forl;p/us , angular variations in both
DE and fluence could be seen. For large enoughl, no variations could be
measured for eitherDE or fluence.
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so that the angle betweenrR maxima is smaller thanus.
These effects are illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows numer
simulations for a particular capsule configuration.

In reality, the source of protons will be distributed over
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FIG. 3. Numerical simulation to demonstrate the principle described in
previous figure. 14.7 MeV protons were assumed to originate at the cent
a capsule~‘‘hot-spot’’ model!, and to pass through a 20 g/cc, 1 keV CH sh
with an average areal density of 60 mg/cm2. The areal density of the shel
was assumed perturbed by a two-dimensional, sinusoidal structure
mode numberl, and amplitude 30 mg/cm2 ~so the minimum value was 30
mg/cm2 and the maximum was 90 mg/cm2!, as illustrated in the grayscale
image labeled~a!, where brightness is proportional to areal density a
black is mapped to the minimum value. At a distance of 70 cm from
capsule, the mean energy and fluence of protons was calculated in a
tector’’ plane normal to the capsule-detector direction. The results are i
trated in the images labeled~b! and~c!, where brightness is proportional t
energy per proton and protons per unit area, respectively~with black
mapped to the minimum value in each case!; the area represented covers th
same solid angle, as seen from the center of the capsule, as that sho
~a!. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the energy and fluence/yield calc
tions, as a function of mode number, are shown in~d!. Energy loss in the CH
plasma was calculated according to Ref. 17, while estimates for the sca
ing angles of protons were obtained with the Monte Carlo program TR
~Ref. 20!. ~TRIM applies to cold matter, rather than a plasma, but there
little difference for the small-angle scattering of the 14.7 MeV protons si
their energies greatly exceed both the thermal energies of the shell pla
electrons@;0.5–1 keV# and the binding energies of electrons in atomicC or
H @,0.3 keV#.!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~a! Relationship between a target capsule~left! and the active area of a spectrometer~right!. In this simplified cartoon, the capsule is shown
consisting of fuel contained in a well-defined shell. If particle production extends throughout the fuel volume, detected particles will sample a sstantial
fraction of the capsule surface.~b! The modulation transfer function, or detectability of structure with different mode numbers, for different assumptions
the size of the region in the fuel where particle production occurs. In the artificial ‘‘hot-spot’’ scenario described in Figs. 2 and 3, with the source of particles
localized at the center of the fuel, any mode could be detected. In the opposite extreme, where particle production occurs uniformly throughout the fel volume
and the shell is infinitely thin, each measurement averages over a sufficiently large fraction of the capsule that only mode numbers less than;4 would be
detectable. An intermediate situation would result in an intermediate MTF, and it can be shown from the information content in data sets describhis
paper that the middle curve may approximate the response obtained here.
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substantial volume of the fuel, so any external spectrom
measurement will include protons sampling a signific
fraction of the capsule surface. Neither yield variations n
energy variations should be measurable when the size o
source exceeds the spacing betweenrR maxima. Figure 4
illustrates the measurement geometry and the resultant
sitivity to mode structure; we are likely to be sensitive on
to mode numbers under 10 when we look for angular va
tions in mean proton energy~although the presence o
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higher-mode structure could manifest itself within the stru
ture of individual spectra, as discussed below in Sec. IV!.

In conclusion, the measurement techniques descri
here should be sensitive torR-induced angular variations in
mean proton energy only for small mode numbers. The te
niques should not be sensitive to any angular variations
yield that are due to capsule structure, since they would
cur at mode numbers well above our sensitivity thresho
The filtering out of higher mode numbers actually has
i-
t

1

t-
i-
e
,

FIG. 5. Proton spectra measured s
multaneously at eight different por
positions during OMEGA implosion
21 240~15 atm of D–3He fuel in a 20
mm thick CH shell, illuminated by 23
kJ of laser energy in 60 beams with a
ns flat-top pulse!. The mean energy of
each spectrum is listed here, and plo
ted in Fig. 6. The energies are all sim
lar to one another, except for thos
measured at ports KO2 and TIM5
which were substantially lower.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3562 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 8, August 2002 Séguin et al.
beneficial effect. Since the current maximum number
spectrometers is only 11, any efforts to perform a mo
decomposition or other complete analysis of capsule st
ture are limited to fairly simple structures~such as that illus-
trated in Fig. 6!. The absence of sensitivity to high-mod
numbers minimizes the likelihood of aliasing in the da
from such modes.

III. ENERGY ASYMMETRIES, CAPSULE
ASYMMETRIES, AND LASER BEAM BALANCE

Substantial energy asymmetries are often seen in
spectra of 14.7 MeV protons from thick-shelle
D–3He-filled capsules. Figure 5 illustrates a sample se
eight spectra from a single implosion involving a caps
with a 20 mm CH shell and utilizing the standard beam
balance method. The energy downshifts of the spectra, r
tive to the birth energy of 14.7 MeV, are plotted in Fig. 6~a!.

FIG. 6. ~a! Mean change in energy plotted vs measurement port for
spectra illustrated in the previous figure. The right-hand vertical scale
vides an estimate of the corresponding value of the total areal de
(^rRtotal&). This was calculated using the slowing-down formalism of R
17 together with the knowledge that most of the slowing down occurs in
shell ~Refs. 8, 9, and 11! and the assumptions that the shell has a density
;20 g/cm3 and a temperature of 0.5 keV@the result is very insensitive to
uncertainties in these specific values~Refs. 8 and 16!#. Except for KO2 and
TIM5, most of the energy losses are within experimental errors of e
other. ~b! Since KO2 and TIM5 are adjacent to each other, and since
spectra from the other six measurement directions sample most of the r
the capsule surface, the simplest model of capsule structure would inv
spherical symmetry except for a localized feature with higherrR pointing in
the direction of KO2 and TIM5. This simple cartoon illustrates a possi
configuration, which is not claimed to be unique; in particular, the ‘‘bum
could protrude out of the shell rather than into the fuel.
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Six of the eight downshifts are equal to one another wit
the measurement uncertainty, while the other two are la
by a factor of 2 and by several standard deviations. The
large downshifts were measured at ports KO2 and TIM
which are adjacent to each other and near the equat
plane of the chamber. The other six measurement locat
provide views from 60 degrees above the equator, 60 deg
below the equator, and several angles around the equ
Figure 6~b! shows a possible~not necessarily unique! cap-
sule structure that could generate such a data set.

Asymmetries in proton energies are often similar fro
one implosion to the next, as demonstrated in Fig. 7 wh
the downshifts are plotted as a function of longitudinal an
~although the ports are not all quite on the equator!. The
overall form of the data from shots 21 240 and 21 241 s
gest that the dominant structure has a mode numberl
51 in longitudinal angle, although there are not enou
measurements to rule out the possibility of aliasing in
data from higher modes.

More examples of implosion asymmetries are shown
Fig. 8, which also illustrates the relationship between caps
asymmetries and laser beam energy balance. Three
quences of contiguous implosions all involved capsules w
D–3He fuel in 20mm-thick CH shells, but the beam balanc
adjustment was different for each sequence. Within each
quence there is a strong similarity between energy sh
from implosion to implosion, indicating a basic repeatabili
Between sequences there are significant differences in en
shifts, indicating changes in capsule symmetry with chan
in laser beam balance.

Before the implosions illustrated in Fig. 8~a!, the laser
beams were balanced with the standard method. In spit
the fact that the two capsules had significantly different
pressures~8 and 18 atm!, the deviations from spherical sym
metry are very similar~and the shot-to-shot similarity of ab

e
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e
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h
e
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FIG. 7. Comparison of measured energy shifts for implosions 21 240
21 241, which were nominally identical. Note that the data points are plo
against longitudinal angle, but that the measurement positions were s
times above, and sometimes below, the equator. While not identical,
results for the two implosions are similar. On-target, rms beam-to-be
energy nonuniformities were inferred, from UV intensity measurements
be 2.5% for shot 21 240 and 3.0% for shot 21 241. The angular variation
energy shift suggest anl 51 mode.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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soluterR values is an example of how capsule compress
is not very sensitive to fill pressure, in contrast to theoreti
predictions, as discussed in Ref. 13!. For each of these im
plosions, variations about the mean for on-target energ
the different laser beams was estimated with the stand
balance method to be about 2.6% rms. However, the x
measurements performed for the x-ray balance method i
cated a level of beam-to-beam nonuniformity of about 6.
rms. Corrections for individual beams were made acco
ingly, with individual amplifier gains changed by as much
113% and212%. The three implosions represented in F
8~b! represent those conditions; the angularrR variations are
remarkably similar to one another but quite different fro
those in Fig. 8~a!. The level of beam-to-beam nonuniformit
within each shot was estimated, from the x-ray balance m

FIG. 8. Proton energy shifts measured at different port locations for th
sequences of OMEGA implosions involving D–3He fuel in 20 mm CH
shells~all irradiated with 22 kJ of laser energy in 60 beams with 1 ns flat-
pulses!. Each plot corresponds to a different laser balance adjustmen
discussed in the text, and each capsule had the fill pressure indicated. I
case it is not convenient to plot the measurements as a function of any s
angle on the target chamber, because they do not lie near any great c
On-target, rms beam-to-beam energy nonuniformities, inferred from UV
tensity measurements, were 2.7% and 2.6% in the first sequence, 4
6.2%, and 6.2% in the second sequence, and 5.0% in the last shot.
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surements, to be in the vicinity of 2% rms~while UV mea-
surements indicated apparent nonuniformities of about 6!.
The single implosion shown in Fig. 8~c! occurred after an-
other iteration in the x-ray balance adjustment and sho
somewhat better uniformity than seen in Figs. 8~a! or 8~b!.

Figure 9~a! shows another group of two implosions fo
lowing standard beam balance. Both capsules contained
atm of D–3He, but the shell thicknesses were 18 and 23mm,
respectively. In spite of the difference in shells, the two i
plosions resulted in similar distortions from spherical sy
metry although the thicker initial shell resulted in a high
rR at burn time. Figure 9~b! shows a similar set of implo-
sions after readjustment of the laser beam balance with
x-ray method. Once again, a change in beam bala
changed the angular variations in measuredrR.

While the energy downshift data tend to be simil
within a group of contiguous implosions with the same ca
sule characteristics and beam balance adjustments, ther
some differences within each group. This would be expec
even if the effects of beam balance are constant, since t
are presumably other, and possibly random, seed pertu
tions such as defects in initial capsule shell uniformity.

Similar low-mode asymmetries are seen with second
protons from D2-filled capsules. Preliminary data from
room-temperature capsules is presented in Ref. 9, whi
sample of results from preliminary work with cryogenic D2
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FIG. 9. Proton energy shifts measured at different port locations for
sequences of OMEGA implosions involving 18 atm of D–3He fuel in CH
shells~all irradiated with 23 kJ of laser energy in 60 beams with 1 ns flat-
pulses!. Each plot corresponds to a different laser balance adjustmen
discussed in the text, and each capsule had the shell thickness indic
On-target, rms beam-to-beam energy nonuniformities, inferred from UV
tensity measurements, were 2.8% and 2.9% in the first sequence, and
5.5%, and 5.5% in the second sequence.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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capsules is shown in Figs. 10 and 11~see Ref. 21 for an
overview of the cryogenic experiments at OMEGA!.

IV. A NOTE ON THE STRUCTURES OF INDIVIDUAL
SPECTRA

In our discussion of low-mode-number capsule struct
we made use only of the mean energy of each spectrum
~as mentioned in Sec. II B! the shapes of individual spectr

FIG. 10. Five spectra of secondary protons measured simultaneously d
OMEGA implosion 24 096, with a cryogenic D2-filled capsule. The capsule
had an outer diameter of 930mm, a 100mm thick layer of D2 ice inside a 1
mm CH shell, and a fill of D2 gas~Ref. 21!. It was irradiated by 24 kJ of
laser energy in 60 beams, with a 1 ns flat-top pulse. On-target RMS beam
to-beam energy nonuniformity, inferred from UV intensity measureme
was 2.5%.

FIG. 11. The mean energy losses for five proton spectra shown in the
vious figure. Although the diagnostic ports in this case did not all lie ne
great circle on the target chamber, the energies have been plotted again
longitudinal angle. The two data points at about 150 degrees were mea
above and below the equator, respectively.
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can contain additional information. The total width of a spe
tral line is affected by instrument response, thermal broad
ing of particle birth energies, different pathlengths throu
fuel and shell for individual particles,4,5,8,16and time evolu-
tion during burn.8,22 The spectra shown in Fig. 5 are ex
amples of how individual widths can vary substantially. A
spectra have nearly the same high-energy limit, because
small component that is not very downshifted; this is gen
ated by a transient shock coalescence22 when the shell is not
completely compressed~and rRtotal is small!, several hun-
dred ps before the main burn. The different low-energy lim
represent different maximum pathlengths. These max
vary in Fig. 5 from;60 mg/cm2 ~for most of the ports! to
;150 mg/cm2 ~for port KO2!. That variation is qualitatively
consistent with the cartoon of capsule structure shown in F
6, which would result in a small number of pathlengths th
are much longer than average and affect only spectrome
in one direction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Spectrometry of charged fusion products provid
unique information about low-mode-number deviations fro
spherical symmetry in imploded target capsules. The w
reported here represents the first multiple-view measu
ments of absoluterRtotal values. Data from room-
temperature D–3He fuel in CH shells indicate that change
in observed asymmetries are correlated with signific
changes in laser beam balance, and that for a given b
balance they are often repeatable within contiguous gro
of shots and relatively insensitive to differences in fuel
pressure~8–18 atm! or shell thickness~18–23 mm!. It is
possible that the small variations that are seen within a gr
of implosions that are nominally identical are due to a mo
random source of perturbation, such as nonuniformities
the initial shell. Future experiments are planned for furth
investigation of all these phenomena with a wider variety
capsule types at OMEGA. Of particular interest will be e
periments designed to introduce large, controlled amount
laser beam imbalance in order to observe asymmetries inrR
and relate them to changes in implosion performance,
more experiments for determining whether the x-ray bala
method results in improvements in implosion characterist
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APPENDIX: YIELD ASYMMETRIES

As discussed in Sec. II, the types of measurements u
here should not detect proton yield asymmetries due to c
sule structure under practical circumstances. In spite of
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fact, proton yield asymmetries are often observed~in a wide
range of data including that discussed here and a
secondary-proton yield data reported previously for imp
sions of room-temperature, D2-filled capsules23,9!. When
multiple spectra are available for an individual shot, t
yields typically have variations with standard deviatio
about the mean of 15%–20%; these variations are gene
uncorrelated with energy variations and uncorrelated fr
shot to shot. Figures 12 and 13 show data from a spe
experiment in which the lack of correlation with energy
demonstrated in a straightforward way for the implosion o
D–3He-filled capsule with a 20mm CH shell. The detecto
in this case was not a spectrometer, but a large-area she
CR-39 nuclear track detector that faced the capsule thro
an aluminum filter designed to range down the protons
energies within the CR-39 sensitivity range~about 0.2–8
MeV16!. Figure 12~a! illustrates the number of particles pe
unit area incident on the detector at different positions,
pressed as a grayscale image in which brightness is pro
tional to number density. Figure 12~b! shows the correspond

FIG. 12. ~a! Spatial distribution of proton fluence as measured with a lar
area CR-39 detector (537.5 cm), and displayed as a grayscale image,
OMEGA implosion 17 156~15 atm of D–3He fuel in a 20mm thick CH
shell, illuminated by 24 kJ of laser energy in 60 beams with a 1 nsflat-top
pulse!. The CR39 detector faced the target at a distance of 70 cm, sub
ing an angle of about 3.7° from the target. The number of protons per
area is proportional to brightness; the black border was covered by a
aluminum frame, and had no protons. The rest of the area was covered
uniform, 900mm thick Al filter. Each pixel in the image corresponds to
physical area 0.125 mm2 in area.~b! The probability distribution of fluence
or yield, relative to the average value, for all positions within the detec
area~averaged over 0.12 cm2 to reduce the effect of counting statistics!.
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ing probability distribution of proton fluence values. There
a large variation in fluence seen here, with a maximum-
minimum ratio of ;2 and a standard deviation of;18%
about the mean. The angular separation of the two flue
maxima of Fig. 12~a!, measured with respect to the targ
capsule, is less than four degrees. If this were a projectio
a structural aspect of the capsule, it would represent a m
number of orderl 5100. In view of our prediction that we
should not be sensitive to mode numbers greater than;10,
the yield variation should not be related to structure in
capsule.

Another reason for reaching the same conclusion
shown in Fig. 13~a!, which illustrates a different aspect of th
same data set. In this grayscale image, brightness is pro
tional to a measure of the mean energy per particle at a g
location ~protons generate circular tracks in the CR39 w
diameters that correspond to their energies16!. There is no
obvious variation over the entire active detector area in s
of the large fluence variation. Figure 13~b! shows a probabil-
ity distribution of mean energy per particle~estimated from
the distribution of track diameters!; it is extremely narrow

-
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r

FIG. 13. ~a! For the same data set illustrated in the previous figure,
grayscale image displays information about the spatial distribution of en
per proton.~b! Estimated probability distribution of the proton energy, f
all positions within the detector~E is the energy at a given position, ave
aged over 0.12 cm2, and^E& is the energy averaged over the entire detec
area!. While the proton fluence over the detector area varies by a factor o
there is virtually no energy variation.
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~,;0.1 MeV!. From the discussion in Sec. II, we wou
have expected a large correlated energy perturbation if
yield perturbation were connected with capsule structure

These two independent reasons imply that the yi
variation is not caused by capsule structure. Since the
tons should have been produced isotropically, it seems
something changed their directions slightly without chang
their energies to a measurable extent. Two possibilities~un-
corroborated so far by direct evidence! are magnetic fields24

or small azimuthal electric fields outside the capsule. T
amount of deflection from a radial trajectory required to
organize the protons is about two degrees at the positio
the detector, 70 cm from the target. This could be acco
plished by a magnetic field of;0.5 kG acting over the whole
distance, or a larger field acting over a portion of the d
tance. Alternatively, electric field of;25 kV/cm, perpen-
dicular to the radial direction from the capsule over t
target-detector distance, could generate a similar result.
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